**They are in Vietnam to kill**

(Continued from page 48 in the Texas Monthly)

Joker graduates from training to become a corporal for Sharp and Spear magazine, as he avoids combat duty. His sidekick, photographer Ralston Kwon (Kevon Howarth), however, wants "to go where the shit is." They do see combat eventually, on July 4th. First on the agenda had been Charles Dutoit open rehearsal of the Boston Symphony. The BSO concert was only the culmination of a day of activities at Tanglewood.

**Klezmer band makes audience weep through laughter**

**THE CRY OF THE WILD GOOSE**, a shocker (basher) shop tragedy with delicious gang-in-cheek humor, replete with goosetalk. When the goose roofer he’s a general, he squawks at us not to forget to say good-bye (prayer for the dead).

**Invisible motor horn calls labor to work**

(Continued from page 48 in the Texas Monthly)

Insistent motor horn calls labor to work from the streets, soft pastels from the winds, and grief underlined by the fragrant beauty of an osier flutes and rapping harp.

"The Cry of the Wild Goose," a song of a mother whose son leaves for New York promising to write and never does. Breslin has a beautiful, powerfully expressive voice, and in this number stylized the sorrow inferred by distance, physical and emotional. The haunting sound, in which death precedes the arrival of any news from New York, will leave a lasting impression. The accompanying piano playing of Evan Harlan was careful, considered, and touching.

**Klezmer conservatory band makes audience weep through laughter**

Bresler provided striking images in several other pieces too, always capturing the essence of the mood — sad, celebratory, in typically Jewish vein, both. Bone Shale produces a virulently pure and coarsely tonal sign from her clarinet, one capable of winning, serpent-like, round the toughest of Philarmonic and making them laugh or cry. She played a beautifully ornamental wedding drone, crafted to make listeners weep through their laughter.

Ingrid Monson is a terrific contralto, and her solo gift is memory of her recently deceased teacher, André Côme, was deaf and passionate. Another virtuoso, Mary Goldcamp, provided a ticklish sax solo for "Lena from Palestina."

Perhaps the most unusual piece was "The City of the Wild Goose," a shocker (basher) shop tragedy with delicious gang-in-cheek humor, replete with goosetalk. When the goose roofer he’s a general, he squawks at us not to forget to say good-bye (prayer for the dead).

"Miami Beach Rambo," a variation on "When Yuba Dances the Rumba With His Tubas," was also a riddle, the yiddish and Latin themes mixing harmoniously with true klezmer ingredients.

The Klezmer Conservatory Band will perform next in the Boston area on September 6 at the deCordova Museum. They have several recordings available on the Vanguard label.
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